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Disclaimer

Everything presented here is based on my experience and opinions only;

All photos and videos are a courtesy of Barnard College’s communication 
team and from my collection;

All materials used here can be shared upon request and belong to my 
colleague, Mark Santolucito (Barnard College), and myself, Maria Hwang 
(Fashion Institute of Technology). 
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● How it came about;
● The course itself (with photos and videos)

- logistics
- topics
- tools
- final projects;

● Survey responses;
● Lessons learned and moving forward.

Agenda
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How it all started:

CUE.NEXT Workshops Follow on Ideas: Call for Projects  
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Topics covered

● Introduction to Arts and Computing
● Predictive Analytics in Retail - Demand and Time Series, Forecasting, and Seasonality
● Programming Visual Art with P5.js
● Digital Embroidery
● Movement Lab visit and Introduction to Final Projects
● Robotics, Wearables, and Dance (pt 1)
● Computer Music
● Digital Heritage and 3D scanning
● 3D Printing and NFTs
● Robotics, Wearables, and Dance (pt 2)
● Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
● Sustainable Materials Innovation at the intersection biotechnology and cultural 

heritage
● Final Showcase
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Tools and skills involved 

● Excel or spreadsheets
● P5.js or processing
● Hydra (visualization tool)
● Digital embroidery machine
● TurtleStitch (visual programming language)
● Microcontrollers (Arduino and/or ESP32)
● Max/MSP/Jitter
● 3D scanner
● 3D printer
● Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
● Image AI online tools we introduced 
● Photoshop/Illustrator or any Adobe suite applications
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1AapXThxnE6VPEheaBh0UfBfDnVr5CHWk/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-0CmvvbZ-gJta62zvho_EH4thQaqq36g/preview
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Final Project Exhibit Gallery Show
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rR_e73LwAkM03WYR2I_C3-2-HICx_UqA/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/17l6AJtWO3bziBEY9BdKK7xW8cXFVeI6-/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LgAr45i341O_abyETvGz6dSJ9WlF2GC6/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1F95cDvDxXKSM58AD-Rj8Z7JMqGH3SHAc/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1y6YuekwhqrlwoO973Q-5jt6gT2vHUGBJ/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-1iiZ_fPwOV-j-8tVgPWAJQWuMU_KbLP/preview
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QdnRzbqko5993qVYwIm-bPW3meqVSzSJ/preview


Challenges and Lessons Learned

● Make sure students do not have classes right before or after the course as travel time needs to be considered 
when classes are held at different institutions;

● Have a protocol set up for students from other institutions to be on campus and take courses before the class 
commences (this includes not only access to the buildings but Internet access, Covid testing protocols, etc.);

● Have a platform where all students and faculty can communicate with each other as each respective institution 
will have different Learning Management Systems (For example, we used Google Drive as well as Discord);

● If above is established, it makes deadlines and submission of homework assignments easier to manage all in one 
place (this is important as we do not want to have different evaluation and assessment standards 
between/among the separate institutions);

● Have the students start on the final projects early, especially if they are making an art installation from scratch 
that needs time to plan, purchase material, assemble, test, and install in the displayable space;

● Have a plan for strike as art installations need time to clean up and disassemble;
● Consider having a space for semi-permanent displays for their final art installations;
● Make sure to provide appropriate office hours from all instructors so that students from all institutions can have 

time interacting with all instructors and take advantage of their respective expertise;
● Make sure to collect data on students’ progress and their receptiveness to the different sessions and lectures to 

gauge their interest and involvement with the material so that improvements can be made along the way;
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ZSeDVmtLupyX7S5xmiu5pmGeVXesRmuL/preview
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Survey responses

“I thought that this course was a wonderful way to explore and get exposed to different types of technology. The 
content we learned felt much more applicable and relevant to our lives and future careers than many of the other 
curriculums I've been exposed to.”

“It is important to teach computer science students about how technologies can be used in the arts!” 

“I liked how it gave me, a non-STEM student, a closer look into the field and how I could apply it in my own studies and 
interests. I like how it was able to let me use my non-STEM knowledge to ask questions as well as to provide 
insight from a different perspective”

“This is a great course and public education should be aiming for more intersectional experiences that utilize art 
and tech. Art far too often underfunded yet it’s so important in regards to America’s imagery and brand building.”
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Contact us!

maria_hwang@fitnyc.edu 
msantolu@barnard.edu

www.mariahwang.com
www.marksantolucito.com

Lessons Learned:

– Flexibility in curriculum approval necessary;

– Inter-campus protocols (access to campus, wifi, covid guidelines, etc.) 
need to be established ahead of time; 

– If final project is very hands-on, build in plenty of 
course time for students to iterate many times.
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